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New at Schneider and the Makers Line: Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061.

Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061 - The highlight among markers. The handy pump marker is
perfect for lettering, tags, model making, crafts, scrapbooks, marking gift cards, journals, calendars, planners,
colouring books, hobbies and the DIY scene.

The highly pigmented special alcohol-based ink shines with its high-class mirror effect on non-absorbent
surfaces. It is highly opaque, permanent and UV resistant and enables a clean and homogeneous colour
application. The liquid chrome gives a special look to almost all smooth, dark, non-absorbent object surfaces
such as glass, plastic, ceramics, metal etc. and becomes the shining star for many DIY applications. The
perfectly valve-controlled ink adheres and dries quickly, flows without foxing, leaks or bleeding, making it suitable
for indoor and outdoor applications and can satisfy all creative needs.

The marker is available in the variants extra fine 0.8 and 2 mm. They are available either in a folding carton box
of five or in a shop-in-shop display with 30 pieces or in a cardboard display with 30 pieces.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061 is a perfect pump marker for lettering, tags, model making, crafts,
scrapbooks, marking gift cards, journals, calendars, planners, colouring books, hobbies and the DIY scene.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061. The ink is highly opaque, permanent and UV resistant and
enables a clean and homogeneous colour application.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061 is the shining star for many DIY applications.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061. The ink is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications and can
satisfy all creative needs.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061. They are available either in a folding carton box of five or in a
shop-in-shop display with 30 pieces or in a cardboard display with 30 pieces.
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Schneider Chrome marker Paint-It 060 and 061. A must have for all makers.
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